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What happens when a fast quark passes through a nucleus?

● Striking a quark with an electron 
can dislodge it

● Measuring outgoing hadrons can 
reveal information about the 
interaction between quarks and the 
nucleus and the nuclear structure
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How can nuclear effects be constrained by azimuthal 
correlations?

● In bigger nuclei, the hadrons 
encounter more material → angle 
correlations smear out more.

● Sensitive to correlation effects 
induced by nuclear interactions.
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Dataset/Experimental Setup

● EG2 dataset with CLAS detector

● 5 GeV e- beam

● Liquid deuterium in tandem with 

nuclear targets*: C, Fe, and Pb

● Reduces systematic errors for A vs. 

D comparisons
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Why di-pion measurements?

● Complement previous single-pion 
measurements*

● More sensitivity to nuclear effects 

● Correlation effects not visible in single-pion 
measurements 

● More kinematic variables than with 
single-pion events

6*S. Morán et al (CLAS Collab.), Phys. Rev. C 105 (2022), 015201
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CLAS’s most recently published paper:



CLAS’s most recently published paper:

● Conditional modification 
factor

● Binned in three kinematic 
variables

○ z2:  Energy fraction of 
secondary pion

○ Δφ:  Azimuthal separation 
between pions

○ mππ: invariant mass of the 
pion pair 
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HERMES measured this observable, which carries 
large discriminating power PRL 96:162301,2006
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Event selection

● DIS cuts:
○ Q2 > 1 GeV2

○ W > 2 GeV
○ 2.3 < ν < 4.2 GeV

● Pions selection
○ TOF and CC for identification
○ Opposite-charged (π+π-) pairs
○ Leading-pion energy fraction: 

■ z1>0.5
○ p > 500 MeV
○ (pT)2>0.005 GeV2 (Δφ binning only)
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Secondary-pion energy fraction, z2

● Suppression of secondary 
pions has nuclear 
dependence

● Clear difference with 
HERMES points to strong 
kinematic dependence

● Qualitatively predicted by 
GiBUU model … mostly
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We can go beyond 
HERMES by 
measuring angular 
correlations
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First-observation of azimuthal-dependent suppression in eA
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“Dipion quenching”
Might be sensitive to 
path-length and 
medium-induced correlations



Invariant pair mass, mππ

● No abrupt behavior at 
ρ0(770) mass 

● Uptick at large mππ

○ High-pT secondary 
production through 
interactions with nucleus
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Plans for a follow-up paper

● New observable: Correlation function

15*Normalized so that integral is one for 
deuterium.



Correlation functions

● Peak at Δφ=π
○ Consequence of conservation of 

momentum
○ Wider and shorter peak for heavier nuclei

due to multiple-scattering, suppression
○ Surprisingly, Fe ~ Pb indicating 

saturation of A-dependence
● GiBUU predictions

○ Very good for D 
○ Large discrepancies for nuclear targets 
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Multidimensional binning of the correlation function

Rapidity difference, ΔY Transverse momentum
of leading pion

Transverse momentum 
of sub-leading pion
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Rapidity dependence of C(ΔΦ) ΔY=Y1-Y2
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Transverse momentum of leading pion
● Narrower correlations with larger pT

1, 
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Transverse momentum of sub-leading pion
● Narrower correlations with larger pT

2 as well. 
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Widths of correlation functions (RMS)
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Broadening of correlation functions (RMS)
● Differences in σ between A and D can be used to probe multiple 

scattering inside nuclei.  (broadening) 
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Conclusions

● We have published results on R2h as a function of z2, Δφ and mππ

○ Discovery of suppression of azimuthally back-to-back pairs in nuclei relative to deuterium.

New probe to constrain hadron production in nuclei.

● Correlation functions are a complimentary observable to R2h

○ Clear peak at Δφ=π, shorter and wider for nuclei than for deuterium.

○ Preparing analysis note for review

● GiBUU model qualitatively predicts most features of the data but fails to describe quantitatively, hinting to 

missing ingredients in model.

● These novel studies (“collider type”) only possible due to CLAS large acceptance and high-luminosity. 

Planned Run-group E will vastly extend our ability to perform these measurements with CVT and 

expanded kinematic reach (wider rapidity separation, Q2, etc).
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Backup
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● Includes hadronic and pre-hadronic states

● Final-state interactions

● Absorption

● Production mechanisms including elastic and inelastic channels

● Describes HERMES and CLAS single-pion e-A data, as well as 
nu-A measurements of various kinds.
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